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Introduction

These are poems. I wrote them in strange dashed
moments when nothing else was in my way, and
also when I made a determined move, saying to
myself “Write a poem. Do it Now.”

The poet Mary Oliver says that you would learn
very little in this world if you were not allowed to
imitate. There are those who take this very far,
declaring all art to be imitation. Let that be my
alibi, with the codicil that I am imitating not just
one poet but many. There’s plenty of Bukowski in
here, but also a taste of Robert Pinsky, Joseph
Moncure March, and if writing a sonnet that does
not rhyme counts, Christopher Marlowe.

What matters is invention, and truth. If strining
three haikus together into one composition counts
as invention, I have done that. The truth is there
upon the pages. What I wrote, I felt. Setting it
down made the good emotions more real, the bad
ones less so.

Let me know how you liked them.

Andrew J. Patrick
January 2022
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The Green Queen

Watching Absinthe melt the glass
in ripples, pouring down
Alice on the other side
fighting off the cards
I'm wasted upon wormwood
Wonderland is Hell.
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Lucretius and time

He says it does not exist; Einstein agrees.
Only a relation of things, a measure of movement.

Then how can it be measured?
Coud we not also say
that movement is but
a measure of time?

If another moment does not exist,
how can anything change?

A thing cannot both be and not be
These words cannot be written and
unwritten.
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Barfly

Who can fault a man
for wanting to be stewed all day?
walking through the backstory
of other peoples lives
watching them go to work
and come home
and nothing's changed?

Some days that's the dream:
getting out of bed long after
the world demands
actually thinking about
how you're gonna fill the day.
driving a car too old
to feel safe
not old enough to be cool
smoking cigarettes because
you've read enough today
and none of the bars are open
showering at noon
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just because you reckon you oughta
and letting the balance of your checkbook
diminish however the hell it wants to.

Of course, when I had the chance to do that
I didn't like it
couldn't commit to it
some part of me couldn't handle
that much freedom
some part of me wanted the chain
of purpose
that reason to get up.

Now I get up every day
and once I'm up
it's fine
once I'm there
I can work
and draw my pay every other friday
and pay my taxes
and drive a car
old enough to worry about
like a bullet between
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suburbia and urbia
speeding that transition
because commuting
like getting up
like dying
is the part that hurts.
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Screaming in the Night

The helicopter whup-whups
low and loud
it's been doing that for a week
in the dark of the new moon

I don't know what it's looking for
Some criminal, perhaps
on the run from the cops
bouncing amid our locked-up houses
like a pinball
running from the light

Or maybe the malefactor
drives the huey
stolen
from the police
or the army
or best of all
the 5 O'Clock News
Local and Latebreaking
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just dipping the whirring blades
at the dark green earth
praying to frighten
the world he hates

Let's say a broken man
a broken home
drunk and flying each day
on methedrine and
four hours' sleep
while he drives a bus
or a garbage truck
and taking pilot lessons
because he always wanted to
and now there's no one
to tell him no
nobody cares

Some lonely impulse
seizing him when he's shopping
and he realizes that if he hears
this Top 40 hit
from his college days
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in a supermarket
one more time
his heart will die
drives him as if in a trance
to the airfield

Don't ask how he got in

Weaving and rolling
as much as a huey can
between charcoal clouds
laughing at nothing
waving with steel arms
at the whole county.
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Downloadable Content
All video games are
muscle memory.
Pac-Man, Doom, Mario Brothers,
name a game
You learn how to play it.
You learn what it does
You memorize the traps
and the holes
You move
like a rat in a maze
towards your cheese
that doesn't exist.
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Stray Cat

Cold, wet
lean, hungry
But not too hungry
Still has mass
keenness of movement
that soft-footed grace
hiding knives

What does it eat?
Whatever it can
What does it watch for
right now
staring off into
middle distance?
Whatever is there
feast or death
Can it take the birds
twittering on a low branch?
Can it find a field mouse
to torture for a while?
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It sees me
and locks its green glowies
And then looks off the way it came
Then back at me
Then back where it came
and again
and again
Am I threat?
Am I benevolent?
It cannot supplicate but
Like Moses before the Pillar of Fire
It can fear.

I walked away.
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There Ain’t Enough Time

Time flows one way
Dawn - noon - dusk
It's not real
just words
just flashes across the eyes
It's the only thing that matters
How a moment condenses
against the glass
your face sees
And the way your soul
grinds
The way your emotions
sweat themselves clean
leaving you with nothing
but time
for a drink
before
after.
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Ovid was a gamma

Like, seriously bro, if the servant
Isn't going to open the gate, then
Let it go already. She's probably
Just toying with you anyway, and

Even if she's not, she's married, dumbass.
You never know when a husband decides
To get stabby, and honestly, if you're
That into risky assignations, try

Shagging a country whore without paying.
Your credit will be hosed, my dude, no joke,
And you might get beaten by the local
Collegium, but not dead or shamed.

Alternate plan: Just plow the whore and then
tell her you love her. You'll both laugh so hard.
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Sometime After Noon

the afternoon sun
is brightest and hottest yet
casts long dark shadows.

the night is previewed
inside the dull quiet rooms
our soft souls dampen.

we have dark coffee
think serious dinner thoughts
silently curse time.
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The Horror

I have a lonely impulse
to read Jose Luis Borges
to make real the name
that has flitted in my
literary consciousness
(of course that's a thing)
by encountering his Art.

I do not go to Amazon
I've given them enough money
I go to Bookshop.org
support local bookstores
envelope what is
small and curated
into a vast network
of sales and availabilities

I find Borges
Some collections of his
short fiction
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and academic vivisections
that cost hundreds of dollars
and encounters with him
writ down
by lesser names
satellites in his Learned Orbit

And also, in the
fourth line down
bookending Jesus and Buddha:
The Parallel Sayings
two curiosities
Oral Sex She'll Never Forget
Oral Sex He'll Never Forget
each by Sonia Borg.

And I cannot laugh
I am instead horrified
and benumbed
Somehow, this fits, I feel
Somehow, I intuit,
Borges would approve.
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And then I fled to Tablo
and wrote a poem
following Nietzsche's advice
to kill the thing
with speech.
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End of the School Year

The air is chilled
The lights are bright
They have no color
The wood is old

I have no lunch
I have no work
Only time to spend
in my assigned room

I can go when I can go
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Plug in, Drop Out

space
quiet
air conditioning hum
walls discordantly there
colors facsilizing emotions long since buried
expressions of antient forms of education
everything is online now
nothing is written
everything is written
nothing is shared
everything is shared
and the world hardly notices the change
even as
it can't
shut up about it
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Hamlet’s Lament

Age
number
words
symbols
empty
empty
empty

Throw the thing down
Leave the idea bare by
casting the word before you
like an old sock
with a hole

A thing without use
or purpose
A thing that once held something
but is now unfit for the job

Such are words
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The idea it cannot hold anymore
it signifies nothing but its own simulacra
ho ho ho ho ho

thus
he said
in words
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Slow copier

There's the one everyone uses
which spits your papers out
like a major league fastball pitcher
who'll fuck his arm
and his ERA
in his second season
bad mechanics

or like a machine gun
designed by H.R. Giger
firing words and symbols
at itself

But someone was using that one
So I got stuck
with the other one
Which takes ten times as long
to do the same job
even though they're both
visually
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identical

And it made me angry
as only a machine
following it's own
unappealable
machine logic
can

I couldn't move
I couldn't act
I could do nothing but stand there
and wait on its
own good time

I said
"The next bell will wring
and I'll still be here."
And it did
and I said
“Called it”
and the office ladies laughed
they knew
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And a class of seniors
without a teacher
stood for prayer
and pledge
without a teacher
because the bell rang
and that's what we do

The last copy came out
as the prayer ended
I grabbed them and ran upstairs
fuck the Pledge of Allegiance
Skynet is our master
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The Name of the Game

In Doom I can kill demons
with bullets
slugs and rockets
grenades and lasers

Demons are seen and shot
They have shape
texture and skin
hit points and attack patterns

None of this is real

Demons are ideas
that fuck you when you sleep
terrify you when you're quiet
and always always always
lie
right
to your face
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The only solution is to refuse them
ignore
cast aside
remain true to the one
fixed
Point
amid all the stars

That works, but only until
sunrise reboots the game
it never actually ends
while you can play it
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The Devil rides shotgun

If you drive through the city
you can smell it rotting
just at the end of your nose
just where the hair
tickles the nerve
that waft of pressed board
and sun-heated concrete
and sweat
and filth

The small sons
of ancient fathers
wander between the walls
neon-mesmerized
fatted calfs
pretending the mold is perfume
saying the colors are bright

They will tear it down
and build it back up
so many times
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Dia De Los Sucros

All hallows
demons fed candy
doorbells rung sweetly
all treats, no tricks

Plastic darkness
Memento Mori
made a moue
banished by embracing
we stoop to conquer

Later this fall
we will feast
for the hell of it
and later still, sing
for the birth of Hope

But right now
we laugh and share
wink and cathartize
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The fate of all man
into a happy child
that wants a snack
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We Ride the Same Roads

Teens waiting for the bus
no hats
no gloves
no energy
inert as Buddhas
in the November cold
collected like trash
by a big yellow dump truck

I speed by them
hot coffee in my belly
driving myself
waiting on no man
I think I am free
but this machine
imposes costs
money and time
I own it, and so
am bound to it
The freezing dead-eyed teens
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know nothing of this

If any of us were free
we'd still be in bed
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Defroster

Mornings are the worst
Winter dark
struggling against the pull
of warm blankets
Showers are bright and cruel
Self-interrogations
Depressions
Numb hatred
of where you are
and what you do
The boredom
of the comfortable
the anxiety
of the unwealthy
et cetera

I didn't work out, therefore
I have ruined my day
I have failed to excel
I have lost another
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irreplaceable piece
of my shortening life

Read Bukowski
naked on the crapper
He never got up before 9am
the glorious bum

I am stuffed
from the night before
I don't want breakfast
I weight too much
I should skip lunch too
I won't skip lunch

Get dressed
downstairs
start the skillet
make a turkey sandwich
dark meat and mayo
pumpernickel
pretzels
so German
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cook an egg
smash the yolk on purpose
put it in an english muffin
with butter and hot sauce
make a nice hot coffee
kiss everyone goodbye

outside
the car is frosted over
I could get out the scraper
but instead
I sit
let the defroster work
eat my breakfast
drink my coffee
fuck 'em
they won't start without me
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The Sovereignty is an
Artificial soul

giving life to the body, says Hobbes
Sophistry.
The Sovereign is he
who is Sovereign
who seizes
who protects
There is nothing abstract in it
Abstraction is the attempt to give
what happens
the air of philosophy
or perhaps to understand it
in any case
nah
you are Sovereign if
and only if
when you speak
they listen.
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Snow Day

Who loves the snow
better than kids and teachers?
Nobody.
It's a pain in everyone else's ass
shoveling
slipping
driving
But to schoolkids
and teachers
it's a sudden vacation
a morning nap
a day outside in
the frozen wet
being colder makes it
fun
a toy
a sandbox you never grow out of
a piece of magic
that melts away
revealing the world again
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and we're always happy
to see it
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January

The week has past, and so have I
falling from an unseen eye
blowing from the darkling sky

The world is dead, and cold, and dark
We huddle deep to keep the spark
that sits in song of meadow-lark

The gifts are given, the hope is cheered
The day is plain, the nights un-weird
The new year's old, just as we feared

We cast our eyes a few month's hence
When dandelions dot the fence
and sunshine not a cut dispense

Of Shadow's realm, wherein we live
But there is no time that we can give
To bring a sudden spring, and if
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We could induce Idun to come
by falcon-flight, by captured dove
We'd overturn the world for love

That may not be, we are not powers
we grow from earth like walking towers
but battlements command no hours

Therefore, let us follow the birds
and hold fast in our webs of words
and make rhymes like a bunch of nerds
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Pulling in at Church with a
Bloody Nose

Cold
cold rain
Wet
wet air
Bleed, nose, bleed
It's fine, little girl
here's a napkin
we can wait
while the church bells
don't ring
let it all flow
it will be
what it is
we're already here
it doesn't matter if
we miss a bit
they'll bless us anyway
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Dreamt of in your Philosophy

Flapdoodle
Applesauce
bunkum
barnum
bailey
hailey
nonsense
non-sense
nun-sense
nuns sense
angels around the corner
demons on the stoop
dead men under the buildings
sinking wailing
resurrected
flying high on heaven's wings
mud-free
gunk-free
never another spilled drop of coffee
on your clean white shirt
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laundry day
laundry week
always something being washed
so the world goes on
so the world goes on
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Let's Write a Really Long Title
To This Poem Because That's an
Act of Meta-Deconstruction of

the Concept of Privileged Text or
Some Other Word-Salad Bullshit

I Absorbed While Sleeping
Through a Class on Foucault

And It Subverts the Expectations
of Poetry Audiences And Also

Because I'm Liking This Pinot and
Honestly Fuck It

lol text
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The Commute

5 am - Behold the man
Comes the hour, comes the scan
Alexa musics - he stands.

Stretching, scratching, winter cold
Not too stiff yet, not too old

Only a couple years past forty
Sneaking through the night’s soft glory

That’s the story

Gym clothes set aside - throw ‘em on
Work clothes in the bag, race the dawn

Rush out with a kiss to your wife
This is your life

Granola breakfast, lunch packed
And you’re gone

’07 Camry - parked at her post
V6 - twin exhaust - she’s a ghost

Trunk pop, bags drop, time to hop
Three-point-turn on a dime
Exploited sing “Race Against Time”

As still-on Christmas lights
Glare past,
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Too fast,
Cars parked on both sides

Needle threaded
Through the dead-end

Cul-de-sac maze
So many days

Begin, like this, as nights.

40 mph - what a joke
Lean the pedal - 55 or choke

Sleepy people shouldn’t drive
Speed says you’re alive
Brain on, hands quick, strive

Tree-caverns whirr
High-beams flirr

Up-down, on-off
Hot-air, no cough

Rubber smooth, hugs macadam
He knows the roads, he’s had ‘em

And best in dark blur.

One mile away, following its soft brown nose,
A stub-horned buck, in the sight of two does
Steps just out, snapping brier
Drawn ahead by an invisible wire

Snuffs
Whuffs

Clacks the ground
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He’s tough.

Some instinct, some soul
Some blood-ridden hole

In the old boy’s awareness
Some battle, some bare-ness

Warns his brain
That the lane

Of black
Means attack.

And as the Ghost in the night
Takes the flight

Through country dark
On a lark

The oncoming light
To the deer, means fight.

Aminute rolls
The rubber holds

Velocity, Viscosity
The road to atrocity

Lays a cold ribbon forward
But nothing untoward

Greets blue eyes, still thick from sleep
No surprise, until the leap.

Out of shadow, turn of road
Legs and movement, brown and bold
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Heart seizes, this is happening
You know it before you name it
Nose sucks air like a jet wing
Brake and turn, let him claim it

Screeeeeeeeeeech.

Two doe walk by, unconcerned
At the Ghost, right-angle turned

They join the buck, across the road
Aminute’s breath, muscles unload.

What.
What.

What.

The brakes held, no crash.
Miracle.
Turn back, gears growl
Predictable.

On we go, Death brushed with, released
Still here, still hale, undeceased

And through the black
We drive the hack

Careful.

The rest of the trip
Is a blip

Conveying no memory
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A trance, a reverie
Of cosmic awareness
Of nerve-fired scariness

Unrelieved for him
Until the lights of the gym
Returns the day to rhythm.

Of weights, cardio
Spotify Audio

Common faces
Rational Spaces

Where nothing leaps or hides
Where people drill their lives

And days are like the rest
And that jarring, that test

Becomes a story
That’s the glory.
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Andrew J. Patrick likes poetry when it rhymes and
when it doesn’t. He thinks his might be better when it
does, but he won’t swear to it. He also writes fiction
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